Bedford Reservation:
The Bedford Reservation offers trails and picnic areas, and includes Shawnee Hills Golf Course as one of its attractions. Flowing through Bedford Reservation is Tinker’s Creek, named for a member of Moses Cleaveland’s surveying party. The stream drops a dramatic 220 feet over a course of two miles and has cut a steep, walled gorge. The gorge, declared a National Natural Landmark, is a unique area with numerous tree, shrub and flower species. Views from Tinker’s Creek Gorge Scenic Overlook are spectacular during any season, especially fall.

Park Rules:
A complete set of Cleveland Metroparks rules and regulations can be found at clevelandmetroparks.com.

- Respect the fragile nature of the environment by staying on the trails.
- Enjoy the natural environment, but do not disturb, destroy, deface, injure, or remove any part of the Park District including plants, animals, rocks, buildings, signs, equipment or property.
- Put litter in trash containers even if it’s not your own.
- Cats and dogs must be on a leash not more than 8-feet long and are the only pets permitted in the Park District. Clean up after your pet.
- Keep to the right, pass on the left. Signal with bell or voice when passing.
- Bicycles permitted on roadways and designated trails. Reservation hours 6 a.m. - 11 p.m.
- Feeding wildlife is prohibited (505.04).
- Fishing is permitted with an Ohio fishing license, except in posted areas.
- The use of alcohol and drugs is not permitted.

Trail Etiquette:
Control your speed and maintain a safe distance. Stay out of ski tracks when walking. Faster trail users yield to slower trail users.